
Gravity induction Tattoo machine
instructions

Kindly reminder

1. Please read the instructions carefully to understand that the 
    performance and operation process are completely available 
    before use. 
2. To avoid cross-infection, the needle should be replaced before
    each use. 
3. Use the product correctly, and clean it after the operation. 
4. Keep the attachments and instructions for your reference.



Product Number:
Product name:

Start voltage:
Needlet travel:
Needle length:

Motor specification:

Operating instructions: Battery charging

Product list:YT-01
Gravity induction Tattoo machine
8V (Start default)
3.5mm
0-4.8mm
Hollow cup motor

Rated voltage:
Rated power: 

Machine speed:
Interface:

Battery capacity:

12V 
1.5W
4375rpm(5V)~10500rpm(12V)
4.2V  1100mAH
1100mAH

1. Tattoo machine×1
2. Battery charging seat (double slot)×1
3.18350 Battery×2
4. Battery storage box×1
5. TYPE-C charging line×1
6. Several sealing rings
7. Use manual×1

Charger indicator
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Gravity-sensing start

1. Power switch: install the battery, long press the 2s power supply to start 
up, start up the default gear of 8.0V, and turn on at the same time 
Machine is suspended by default; press switch key to start operation 
(display voltage always on) , Short press the switch button again to pause 
(display voltage flicker display), in the pause state, long Press the 2s power 
supply for shutdown.

2. Shift adjustment: in working state (motor running), continuously press 
the power key to smooth the pen The needle swing angle exceeds 30°, 
the voltage output is increasing, and the minimum increment is + 0.1v , 
The increase and rate increases 4 times per second; the pen is 
counterclockwise The swing angle exceeds 30°, decreasing; the voltage 
display range 5.0-12.0v, when the voltage reaches the maximum or 
maximum After small, no longer continuous increasing or decreasing 
change, in the gear adjustment process, the voltage gear is solid Changes 
in time.

3. Power display: there is a battery style symbol on the screen, and the 
number of different cases represents the remaining power respectively 
25%、50%、75%、100%。

4. Battery charging: put the battery without electricity into the special 
18350 double slot charging seat and connect it For TYPE-C line, access to 
5V 2A charging adapter to start charging; when the battery is charged, 
The indicator light of the card slot of the charging seat shows the red 
light, always on. After full charge, the green light is always on.

5. Idle misoperation state, and automatic shutdown for 180 seconds

6. With short circuit protection overload protection: when the motor 
output short circuit or overload, the circuit automatically shut off Source, if 
to restart, long press the power switch.

1. Charging adapter input: DC5V 1-2A
2. Charge adapter output: CD4.2V 1000mA
3. Li-polymer battery: 4.2V 1100mAH

Red light: The battery is charging
Green light: The battery is full 
                    (or the battery slot is empty)

Additional features description: (for reference only)
1. battery fully charged lasting life: 5H-7H 
2. charging time: ≤ 2.0H


